
The Most Famous Day Rafting Trip in the Yukon

Advanced Rafting for Experienced Paddlers

The Tutshi is a small, technical river located on the scenic 
Skagway Road. The Tutshi is one exciting ride, but it is 
not for everybody. It is hard to stop in the canyon, 
and “The Drops” are steep. There will be 
an option to walk all “The Drops” 
if you feel uncomfortable 
rafting them. 

Enjoy a full day of rafting on the upper canyon of the famous 
Tatshenshini River! Our one day trips are offered daily from 
June through August. This is an extremely exciting trip 
suitable for all levels of paddlers.

Tatshenshini River

Tutshi River

11 day Expedition
Carving its way through the St. Elias 
Range, the Tatshenshini has gained a 
reputation as one of the best rafting 
trips in the world. Our trips start at 
Dalton Post bordering Kluane National 
Park in the southwest Yukon. 

The canyon run of the first day gradually 
gives way to widening panoramic views 
of the 15,000 foot-high-peaks and 
glacier-covered valleys. The long hours 
of daylight and the flexibility built into 
our trips allows time for side hikes or 
an extra day at iceberg-filled Alsek Lake. 
The scenery is simply overwhelming. 

We do not follow a specific schedule, 
but prefer to run the trips catering to the 
speed of the group and preferences for 
hiking, photography or layover days. 

Paddle with the Yukon’s Oldest &
 Most Established Rafting Company

in business since 1983

Tatshenshini Expediting Ltd.
Box 33259, Whitehorse, Yukon, Y1A 6S1

www.tatshenshiniyukon.com E-mail: info@tatshenshiniyukon.com

Whitehorse office: 

867-633-2742 
Cellular: 

867-332-4252
Haines Junction: 

867-634-2867

McNeil River 
6 day Canoe & Rafting Trip

The McNeil is a ‘gem’! If you 
had to design an ideal Northern 
wilderness river trip, the McNeil 
would be it - moose ponds, quiet 
lakes, excellent fishing, great 
hiking, some exciting whitewater 
and varied scenery. Overall the 
river is 115 kilometers long. 

Haines Pass 
5 Day Hiking and Rafting Trip 

The Haines Pass is one of the most 
beautiful and scenically diverse 
areas in the Yukon Territory. Enjoy 
the best of both worlds by settling 
in at our base camp located on 
the Blanchard River close to the 
Haines Summit.  Spend your days 
rafting, hiking or fishing and return 
in the evenings to our camp where 
you can relax while surrounded by 
spectacular mountain views. 

Paddle with the Yukon’s Oldest &
 Most Established Rafting Company

We provide wet 
suits, helmets, 
paddling jackets, 
lifevests, booties 
and lunch. 

Rafting Day Trips-
 Tatshenshini River
 - all levels
 Tutshi River
 - advanced rafting

Expedition Trips-
11 day Raft on the world famous 
Tatshenshini/Alsek Rivers

6 day Canoe & Raft on the 
remote and spectacular 
McNeil River

14 day Canoe on the classic 
Big Salmon River

Instruction-
- Canoeing/Kayaking/Rafting
- River Rescue

Rentals-
- Canoe/Raft/Whitewater Kayak

Our Guides & Instructors
Are trained professionals and 
have wilderness first aid. 
Our safety record is impeccable.
Reservations are required.
Assumption of risks waiver 
release form must be signed.
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